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Now an Apple Original series streaming on Apple TV+ starring Gary Oldman and Kristin Scott

Thomas.Welcome to the thrilling and unnervingly prescient world of the slow horses. This team

of MI5 agents is united by one common bond: They've screwed up royally and will do anything

to redeem themselves.This special tenth-anniversary deluxe edition of a modern classic

includes a foreword by the author, discussion questions for book clubs, and an exclusive short

story featuring the slow horses.London, England: Slough House is where washed-up MI5 spies

go to while away what’s left of their failed careers. The “slow horses,” as they’re called, have all

disgraced themselves in some way to get relegated there. Maybe they botched an Op so badly

they can’t be trusted anymore. Maybe they got in the way of an ambitious colleague and had

the rug yanked out from under them. Maybe they just got too dependent on the bottle—not

unusual in this line of work. One thing they have in common, though, is they want to be back in

the action. And most of them would do anything to get there%�even if it means having to

collaborate with one another.When a young man is abducted and his kidnappers threaten to

broadcast his beheading live on the Internet, the slow horses see an opportunity to redeem

themselves. But is the victim really who he appears to be?
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the firefly lovesJohn BerrymanThis is how River Cartwright slipped off the fast track and joined

the slow horses.Eight twenty Tuesday morning, and King’s Cross crammed with what the O.B.

called other people: “Non-combatants, River. Perfectly honourable occupation in peacetime.”

He had a codicil. “We’ve not been at peace since September ’14.”The O.B.’s delivery turning

this to Roman numerals in River’s head. MCMXIV.Stopping, he pretended to check his watch; a

manoeuvre indistinguishable from actually checking his watch. Commuters washed round him

like water round a rock, their irritation evident in clicking of tongues and expulsions of breath. At

the nearest exit—a bright space through which weak January daylight splashed—two of the

black-clad achievers stood like statues, their heavy weaponry unremarked by non-combatants,

who’d come a long way since 1914.The achievers—so called because they got the job done—

were keeping well back, as per instructions.Twenty yards ahead was the target. “White tee

under a blue shirt,” River repeated under his breath. Adding details, now, to Spider’s skeleton

outline: young, male, Middle Eastern looking; the blue shirt’s sleeves rolled up; the black jeans

stiff and new. Would you buy new trousers for a jaunt like this? He stuffed the information away;

a question to be asked later.A rucksack on the target’s right shoulder listed, suggesting weight.

The wire coiled into his ear, like River’s own, might have been an iPod.“Confirm visual.”River,

touching his left ear with his left hand, spoke quietly into what looked like a button on his cuff.

“Confirmed.”A gaggle of tourists crowded the concourse, their distribution of luggage

suggesting they were circling the wagons. River skirted them without taking his eyes off the

target, who was heading for the annexe platforms; those which waved off trains towards

Cambridge, and points east.Trains generally less packed than the northbound HSTs.Unbidden

images arrived: of twisted metal scattered along miles of broken rails. Of trackside bushes lit

with flame, and hung with scraps of meat.“What you have to bear in mind”—the O.B.’s words

—“is that worst sometimes does come to worst.”The worst had increased exponentially over

the last few years.Two transport cops by a ticket barrier ignored the target but studied River.

Don’t approach, he warned silently. Don’t come anywhere near me. It was the small details on

which enterprises foundered. Last thing he wanted was an audible altercation; anything that

startled the target.The cops went back to their conversation.River paused, and mentally

regrouped.He was of average height, this young man River Cartwright; was fair-haired and

pale-skinned, with grey eyes that often seemed inward-looking, a sharpish nose and a small

mole on his upper lip. When he concentrated, his brow furrowed in a way that led some to

suspect him of puzzlement. Today he wore blue jeans and a dark jacket. But if you’d asked him

that morning about his appearance, he’d have mentioned his hair. Lately, he’d favoured a

Turkish barber, where they go in close with the scissors, then apply a naked flame to the ears.



They give no warning that this is about to happen. River emerged from the chair scoured and

scalded like a doorstep. Even now, his scalp tingled in a draught.Without taking his eyes off the

target, now forty yards ahead—without, specifically, taking his eyes off the rucksack—River

spoke again into his button. “Follow. But give him room.”If the worst was a detonation on a train,

next worst was one on a platform. Recent history showed that people on their way to work

were at their most vulnerable. Not because they were weaker. But because there were a lot of

them, packed in enclosed spaces.He didn’t look round, trusting that the black-clad achievers

were not far behind.To River’s left were sandwich outlets and coffee bars; a pub; a pie stall. To

his right, a long train lingered. At intervals along the platform travellers negotiated suitcases

through its doors, while pigeons noisily changed rafters overhead. A tannoy issued instructions,

and the crowd on the concourse behind River swelled, as individuals broke away.Always, in

railway stations, there was this sense of pent-up movement. A crowd was an explosion waiting

to happen. People were fragments. They just didn’t know it yet.The target disappeared behind

a huddle of travellers.River shifted left, and the target appeared again.He passed one of the

coffee bars, and a sitting couple triggered a memory. This time yesterday River had been in

Islington. His upgrading assessment involved compiling a dossier on a public figure: River had

been allocated a Shadow Cabinet Minister who’d promptly had two small strokes, and was in a

private ward in Hertfordshire. There seemed no process for nominating a substitute, so River

had picked one off his own bat, and had followed Lady Di two days straight without being

spotted—office/gym/office/wine bar/office/home/coffee bar/office/gym . . . This place’s logo

sparked that memory. Inside his head, the O.B. barked a reprimand: “Mind. Job. Same place,

good idea?”Good idea.The target bore left.“Potterville,” River muttered to himself.He passed

under the bridge, and turned left too.A brief glimpse of overhead sky—grey and damp as a

dishcloth—and River was entering the mini-concourse that housed platforms 9, 10 and 11.

From its outside wall half a luggage trolley protruded: platform 9 3/4 was where the Hogwarts

Express docked. River passed inside. The target was already heading down Platform

10.Everything speeded up.There weren’t many people around—the next train wasn’t due to

leave for fifteen minutes. A man on a bench was reading a paper, and that was about it. River

picked up his pace, closing the gap. From behind him came a shift in the quality of the noise—

from all-over babble to focused murmur—and he knew the achievers were drawing

comment.But the target didn’t look back. The target kept moving, as if his intention was to

climb into the furthest carriage: white tee, blue shirt, rucksack and all.River spoke into his

button again. Said the words—Take him—and began to run.“Everybody down!”The man on the

bench rose to his feet, and was knocked off them by a figure in black.“Down!”Up ahead, two

more men dropped from the train’s roof into the target’s path. Who turned to see River, arm

outstretched, waving him to the floor with the flat of his hand.The achievers were shouting

commands:The bag!Drop the bag!“Put the bag on the ground,” River said. “And get to your

knees.”“But I don’t—”“Drop the bag!”The target dropped the bag. A hand scooped it up. Other

hands grabbed at limbs: the target was flattened, spread-eagled, wiped on the tiles, while the

rucksack was passed to River. Who set it carefully on the now vacant bench, and unzipped

it.Overhead, an automated message unspooled around the rafters. Would Inspector Samms

please report to the operations room.Books, an A4 notepad, a pencil tin.Would Inspector

SammsA Tupperware box holding a cheese sandwich and an apple.please report toRiver

looked up. His lip twitched. He said, quite calmly—the operations room“Search him.”“Don’t hurt

me!” The boy’s voice was muffled: he had a faceful of floor, and guns pointing at his

head.Target, River reminded himself. Not boy. Target.Would Inspector Samms“Search him!” He

turned back to the rucksack. The pencil tin held three biros and a paperclip.please report



to“He’s clean.”River dropped the tin to the bench and upended the sack. Books, notepad, a

stray pencil, a pocket-sized pack of tissues.the operations roomThey scattered on the floor. He

shook the rucksack.Nothing in its pockets.“Check him again.”“He’s clean.”Would Inspector

Samms“Will somebody turn that bloody thing off?”Catching his own note of panic, he clamped

his mouth shut.“He’s clean. Sir.”please report toRiver again shook the rucksack like a rat, then

let it drop.the operations roomOne of the achievers began speaking, quietly but urgently, into a

collar-mic.River became aware of someone staring at him through the window of the waiting

train. Ignoring her, he began to trot down the platform.“Sir?”There was a certain sarcasm to

that.Would Inspector Samms please report to the operations room.Blue shirt, white tee, River

thought.White shirt, blue tee?He picked up speed. A transport policeman stepped forward as

he reached the ticket bay but River looped round him, shouted an incoherent instruction, then

ran full pelt back to the main concourse.Would Inspector Samms—and the recorded

announcement, a coded message to staff that a security alert was taking place, switched off. A

human voice took its place:“Due to a security incident, this station is being evacuated. Please

make your way to the nearest exit.”He had three minutes tops before the Dogs arrived.River’s

feet had a direction of their own, propelling him towards the concourse while he still had room

to move. But all around, people were getting off trains, onboard announcements having

brought sudden halts to journeys that hadn’t yet begun, and panic was only a heartbeat away—

mass panic was never deep beneath the surface, not in railways stations and airports. The

phlegmatic cool of the British crowd was oft-remarked, and frequently absent.Static burst in his

ear.The tannoy said: “Please make your way calmly to the nearest exit. This station is now

closed.”“River?”He shouted into his button. “Spider? You idiot, you called the wrong

colours!”“What the hell’s happening? There are crowds coming out of every—”“White tee under

a blue shirt. That’s what you said.”“No, I said blue tee under—”“Fuck you, Spider.” River yanked

his earpiece out.He’d reached the stairs, where the crowd sucks into the underground. Now, it

was streaming out. Irritation was its main emotion, but it carried other whispers: fear,

suppressed panic. Most of us hold that some things only happen to other people. Many of us

hold that one such thing is death. The tannoy’s words chipped away at this belief.“The station is

now closed. Please make your way to the nearest exit.”The tube was the city’s heartbeat,

thought River. Not an east-bound platform. The tube.He pushed into the evacuating crowd,

ignoring its hostility. Let me through. This had minimal impact. Security. Let me through. That

was better. No path opened, but people stopped pushing him back.Two minutes before the

Dogs. Less.The corridor widened at the foot of the stairs. River raced round the corner, where

a broader space waited—ticket machines against walls; ticket windows with blinds drawn down;

their recent queues absorbed into the mass of people heading elsewhere. Already, the crowd

had thinned. Escalators had been halted; tape strung across to keep fools off. The platforms

below were emptying of passengers.River was stopped by a transport cop.“Station’s being

cleared. Can’t you hear the bloody tannoy?”“I’m with intelligence. Are the platforms

clear?”“Intelli—?”“Are the platforms clear?”“They’re being evacuated.”“You’re sure?”“It’s what

I’ve been—”“You have CC?”“Well of course we—”“Show me.”The surrounding noises grew

rounder; echoes of departing travellers swam across the ceilings. But other sounds were

approaching: quick footsteps, heavy on the tiled floor. The Dogs. River had little time to put this

right.“Now.”The cop blinked, but caught River’s urgency—could hardly miss it—and pointed

over his own shoulder at a door marked No Access. River was through it before the footsteps’

owner appeared.The small windowless room smelled of bacon, and looked like a voyeur’s den.

A swivel chair faced a bank of TV monitors. Each blinked regularly, shifting focus on the same

repeated scene: a deserted underground platform. It was like a dull science fiction film.A



draught told him the cop had come in.“Which platforms are which?”The cop pointed: groups of

four. “Northern. Piccadilly. Victoria.”River scanned them. Every two seconds, another blink.From

underfoot came a distant rumble.“What’s that?”The cop stared.“What?”“That would be a tube

train.”“They’re running?”“Station’s closed,” the cop said, as if to an idiot. “But the lines are

open.”“All of them?”“Yes. But the trains won’t stop.”They wouldn’t need to.“What’s next?”“What’s

—?”“Next train, damn it. Which platform?”“Victoria. Northbound.”River was out of the door.At

the top of the shallow flight of stairs, barring the way back to the mainline station, a short dark

man stood, talking into a headset. His tone changed abruptly when he saw River.“He’s

here.”But River wasn’t. He’d leaped the barrier and was at the top of the nearest escalator;

snapping back the security tape; heading down the motionless staircase, two deep steps at a

time.At the bottom, it was eerily empty. That sci-fi vibe again.Tube trains pass closed stations at

a crawl. River reached the deserted platform as the train pulled into it like a big slow animal,

with eyes for him alone. And it had plenty of eyes. River felt all of them, all those pairs of eyes

trapped in the belly of the beast; intent on him as he stared down the platform, at someone

who’d just appeared from an exit at the far end.White shirt. Blue tee.River ran.Behind him

someone else ran too, calling his name, but that didn’t matter. River was racing a train. Racing

it and winning—drawing level with it, outpacing it; he could hear its slow motion noise; a

grinding mechanical feedback underpinned by the terror growing within. He could hear

thumping on windows. Was aware that the driver was looking at him in horror, thinking he was

about to hurl himself on to the tracks. But River couldn’t help what anyone thought—River

could only do what he was doing, which was run down the platform at exactly this speed.Up

ahead—blue tee, white shirt—someone else was also doing the only thing he could do.River

didn’t have breath to shout. He barely had breath to push himself onwards, but he

managed . . .Almost managed. Almost managed to be fast enough.Behind him, his name was

shouted again. Behind him, the tube train was picking up pace.He was aware of the driver’s

cabin overhauling him, five yards from the target.Because this was the target. This had always

been the target. And the swiftly narrowing distance between them showed him for the

youngster he was: eighteen? Nineteen? Black hair. Brown skin. And a blue tee under a white

shirt—fuck you, Spider—that he was unbuttoning to reveal a belt packed tight with . . .The train

pulled level with the target.River stretched out an arm, as if he could bring the finishing line

closer.The footsteps behind him slowed and stopped. Someone swore.River was almost on the

target—was half a second away.But close wasn’t nearly enough.The target pulled a cord on his

belt.And that was that.PART ONEslough houseLet us be clear about this much at least: Slough

House is not in Slough, nor is it a house. Its front door lurks in a dusty recess between

commercial premises in the Borough of Finsbury, a stone’s throw from Barbican Station. To its

left is a former newsagent’s, now a newsagent’s/grocer’s/off-licence, with DVD rental a

blooming sideline; to its right, the New Empire Chinese restaurant, whose windows are

constantly obscured by a thick red curtain. A typewritten menu propped against the glass has

yellowed with age but is never replaced; is merely amended with marker pen. If diversification

has been the key to the newsagent’s survival, retrenchment has been the long-term strategy of

the New Empire, with dishes regularly struck from its menu like numbers off a bingo card. It is

one of Jackson Lamb’s core beliefs that eventually all the New Empire will offer will be egg-

fried rice and sweet-and-sour pork. All served behind thick red curtains, as if paucity of choice

were a national secret.The front door, as stated, lurks in a recess. Its ancient black paintwork is

spattered with road splash, and the shallow pane of glass above its jamb betrays no light

within. An empty milk bottle has stood in its shadow so long, city lichen has bonded it to the

pavement. There is no doorbell, and the letterbox has healed like a childhood wound: any mail



—and there’s never any mail—would push at its flap without achieving entry. It’s as if the door

were a dummy, its only reason for existing being to provide a buffer zone between shop and

restaurant. Indeed, you could sit at the bus stop opposite for days on end, and never see

anyone use it. Except that, if you sat at the bus stop opposite for long, you’d find interest being

taken in your presence. A thickset man, probably chewing gum, might sit next to you. His

presence discourages. He wears an air of repressed violence, of a grudge carried long enough

that it’s ceased to matter to him where he lays it down, and he’ll watch you until you’re out of

sight.Meanwhile, the stream in and out of the newsagent’s is more or less constant. And there’s

always pavement business occurring; always people heading one way or the other. A kerbside

sweeper trundles past, its revolving brushes shuffling cigarette ends and splinters of glass and

bottle tops into its maw. Two men, heading in opposite directions, perform that little avoidance

dance, each one’s manoeuvre mirrored by the other’s, but manage to pass without colliding. A

woman, talking on a mobile phone, checks her reflection in the window as she walks. Way

overhead a helicopter buzzes, reporting on roadworks for a radio station.And throughout all

this, which happens every day, the door remains closed. Above the New Empire and the

newsagent’s, Slough House’s windows rise four storeys into Finsbury’s unwelcoming October

skies, and are flaked and grimy, but not opaque. To the upstairs rider on a passing bus, delayed

for any length of time—which can easily happen; a combination of traffic lights, near-constant

roadworks, and the celebrated inertia of London buses—they offer views of first-floor rooms

that are mostly yellow and grey. Old yellow, and old grey. The yellows are the walls, or what can

be seen of the walls behind grey filing cabinets and grey, institutional bookcases, on which are

ranged out-of-date reference volumes; some lying on their backs; others leaning against their

companions for support; a few still upright, the lettering on their spines rendered ghostly by a

daily wash of electric light. Elsewhere, lever arch files have been higgledy-piggled into spaces

too small; piles of them jammed vertically between shelves, leaving the uppermost squeezed

outwards, threatening to fall. The ceilings are yellowed too, an unhealthy shade smeared here

and there with cobweb. And the desks and chairs in these first-storey rooms are of the same

functional metal as the bookshelves, and possibly commandeered from the same institutional

source: a decommissioned barracks, or a prison administration block. These are not chairs to

sit back in, gazing thoughtfully into space. Nor are they desks to treat as an extension of one’s

personality, and decorate with photographs and mascots. Which facts in themselves convey a

certain information: that those who labour here are not so well regarded that their comfort is

deemed as being of account. They’re meant to sit and perform their tasks with the minimum of

distraction. And then to leave by a back door, unobserved by kerbside sweepers, or women

with mobile phones.The bus’s upper deck offers less of a view of the next storey, though

glimpses of the same nicotine-stained ceilings are available. But even a three-decker bus

wouldn’t cast much light: the offices on the second floor are distressingly similar to those below.

And besides, the information picked out in gold lettering on their windows says enough to dull

interest. W W Henderson, it reads. Solicitor and Commissioner for Oaths. Occasionally, from

behind the serifed flamboyance of this long-redundant logo, a figure will appear, and regard the

street below as if he’s looking at something else altogether. But whatever that is, it won’t hold

his attention long. In a moment or two, he’ll be gone.No such entertainment is promised by the

uppermost storey, whose windows have blinds drawn over them. Whoever inhabits this level is

evidently disinclined to be reminded of a world outside, or to have accidental rays of sunshine

pierce his gloom. But this too is a clue, since it indicates that whoever haunts this floor has the

freedom to choose darkness, and freedom of choice is generally limited to those in charge.

Slough House, then—a name which appears on no official documentation, nameplate or



headed notepaper; no utility bill or deed of leasehold; no business card or phone book or

estate agent’s listing; which is not this building’s name at all, in any but the most colloquial of

senses—is evidently run from the top down, though judging by the uniformly miserable decor,

the hierarchy is of a restricted character. You’re either at the top or you’re not. And only Jackson

Lamb is at the top.At length, the traffic lights change. The bus coughs into movement, and

trundles on its way to St. Paul’s. And in her last few seconds of viewing, our upstairs passenger

might wonder what it’s like, working in these offices; might even conjure a brief fantasy in which

the building, instead of a faltering legal practice, becomes an overhead dungeon to which the

failures of some larger service are consigned as punishment: for crimes of drugs and

drunkenness and lechery; of politics and betrayal; of unhappiness and doubt; and of the

unforgivable carelessness of allowing a man on a tube platform to detonate himself, killing or

maiming an estimated 120 people and causing £30m worth of actual damage, along with a

projected £2.5 billion in lost tourist revenue—becomes, in effect, an administrative oubliette

where, alongside a pre-digital overflow of paperwork, a post-useful crew of misfits can be

stored and left to gather dust.Such a fancy won’t survive the time it takes the bus to pass

beneath the nearby pedestrian bridge, of course. But one inkling might last a while longer: that

the yellows and greys that dominate the colour scheme aren’t what they first appear—that the

yellow isn’t yellow at all, but white exhausted by stale breath and tobacco, by pot-noodle fumes

and overcoats left to dry on radiators; and that the grey isn’t grey but black with the stuffing

knocked out of it. But this thought too will quickly fade, because few things associated with

Slough House stick in the mind; its name alone having proved durable, born years ago, in a

casual exchange between spooks:Lamb’s been banished.Where’ve they sent him?

Somewhere awful?Bad as it gets.God, not Slough?Might as well be.Which, in a world of

secrets and legends, was all it took to give a name to Jackson Lamb’s new kingdom: a place of

yellows and greys, where once all was black and white.Just after 7 a.m. a light went on at the

second-storey window, and a figure appeared behind W W Henderson, Solicitor and

Commissioner for Oaths. On the street below, a milk float rattled past. The figure hovered a

moment, as if expecting the float to turn dangerous, but withdrew once it passed from sight.

Inside, he resumed the business at hand, up-ending a soaking black rubbish sack on to a

newspaper spread across the worn and faded carpet.The air was immediately polluted.Rubber-

gloved, wrinkle-nosed, he got to his knees and began picking through the mess.Eggshells,

vegetable ends, coffee grounds in melting paper filters, parchment-coloured teabags, a sliver of

soap, labels from jars, a plastic squeezy bottle, florets of stained kitchen towels, torn brown

envelopes, corks, bottle tops, the coiled spring and cardboard back of a spiral-notepad, some

bits of broken crockery which didn’t fit together, tin trays from takeaway meals, scrunched-up

Post-its, a pizza box, a wrung-out tube of toothpaste, two juice cartons, an empty tin of shoe

polish, a plastic scoop, and seven carefully bundled parcels made from pages of

Searchlight.And much else that wasn’t immediately identifiable. All of it sopping wet and

glistening, sluglike, in the light of the overhead bulb.He sat back on his haunches. Picked up

the first of the Searchlight parcels, and unwrapped it as carefully as he could.The contents of

an ashtray fell on to the carpet.He shook his head, and dropped the rotting newspaper back on

the pile.A sound made its way up the back stairs, and he paused, but it didn’t repeat. All

entrances and exits from Slough House came via a back yard with mildewed, slimy walls, and

everyone who came in made a large, unfriendly noise doing so, because the door stuck and—

like most of the people using it—needed a good kicking. But this sound had been nothing like

that, so he shook his head and decided it had been the building waking up; flexing its lintels or

whatever old buildings did in the morning, after a night of rain. Rain he’d been out in, collecting



the journalist’s rubbish.Eggshells, vegetable ends, coffee grounds in melting paper filters . . .He

picked another of the paper parcels, its scrunched-up headline a denunciation of a recent BNP

demo, and sniffed it tentatively. Didn’t smell like an ashtray.“A sense of humour can be a real

bastard,” Jackson Lamb said.River dropped the parcel.Lamb was leaning in the doorway, his

cheeks glistening slightly as they tended to after exertion. Climbing stairs counted, though he’d

not made a squeak on them. River could barely manage such stealth himself, and he wasn’t

carrying Lamb’s weight: most of it gathered round his middle, like a pregnancy. A shabby grey

raincoat shrouded it now, while the umbrella hooked over his arm dripped on to the floor.River,

trying to hide the fact that his heart had just punched him in the ribs, said, “You think he’s

calling us Nazis?”“Well, yes. Obviously he’s calling us Nazis. But I meant you doing this on

Sid’s half of the room.”River picked up the fallen bundle but it gave way as he did so, the paper

too wet to contain its contents, spilling a stew of small bones and scraped-away skin—for a

nasty moment, evidence of a brutal, baby-sized murder. And then the shape of a chicken

asserted itself from the collection; a misshapen chicken—all legs and wings—but recognizably

a former bird. Lamb snorted. River rubbed his gloved hands together, smearing sodden lumps

of newspaper into balls, then shaking them into the pile. The black and red inks wouldn’t lose

their grip so easily. The once-yellow gloves turned the colour of miners’ fingers.Lamb said,

“That wasn’t too clever.”Thank you for that, River thought. Thanks for pointing that out.The

previous night he’d lurked outside the journeys past midnight, wresting what shelter he could

from the slight overhang of the building opposite while rain belted down like Noah’s nightmare.

Most of the neighbours had done their civic duty, black sacks lined up like sitting pigs, or

council-supplied wheelie bins standing sentry by doors. But nothing outside the journeys. Cold

rain tracked down River’s neck, mapping a course to the crack of his arse, and he knew it didn’t

matter how long he stood there, he was going to have no joy.“Don’t get caught,” Lamb had

said.Of course I won’t get bloody caught, he’d thought. “I’ll try not to.”And: “Residents” parking,”

Lamb had added, as if sharing some arcane password.Residents’ parking. So what?So he

couldn’t sit in his car, he’d belatedly realized. Couldn’t cosy down, rain bouncing off a

waterproof roof, and wait for the bags to appear. The chances of a parking revenue attendant—

or whatever they were called today—doing the rounds after midnight were slim, but not non-

existent.It was all he’d need—a parking ticket. On-the-spot fine. His name in a book.Don’t get

caught.So it was the slight overhang in the pouring rain. Worse than that, it was the flickering

light behind the thin curtains of the journeys street-level apartment; it was the way a shadow

kept appearing behind them. As if the hack inside, dry as toast, was busting a gut at the

thought of River in the rain, waiting for him to put his rubbish bag out so he could whip it away

for covert study. As if the journo knew all this.Not long after midnight, the thought occurred to

River: maybe he did.That was how it had been for the past eight months. Every so often, he’d

take the bigger picture and give it a shake, like it was a loose jigsaw. Sometimes the pieces

came together differently; sometimes they didn’t fit at all. Why did Jackson Lamb want this

journeys rubbish, enough to give River his first out-of-the-office job since he’d been assigned to

Slough House? Maybe the point wasn’t getting the rubbish. Maybe the point was River

standing in the rain for hours on end, while the hack laughed with Lamb about it over the

phone.This rain had been forecast. Hell, it had been raining when Lamb had given him the

op.Residents’ parking, he’d said.Don’t get caught.Ten more minutes, and River decided enough

was enough. There was going to be no bag of rubbish, or if there was, it wasn’t going to mean

anything, other than that he’d been sent on an idiot’s errand . . . He’d walked back the way he’d

come, collecting a random rubbish sack on the way; had flung it into the boot of the car he’d

parked by the nearest meter. Had driven home. Had gone to bed.Where he’d lain for two hours,



watching the jigsaw reassemble itself. Jackson Lamb’s Don’t get caught might have meant just

that: that River had been given an important task, and mustn’t get caught. Not crucially

important—if so, Lamb would have sent Sid, or possibly Moody—but important enough that it

had to be done.Or else it was a test. A test to discover whether River was capable of going out

in the rain and bringing back a bag of rubbish.He went out again not long after, abandoning the

random sack of rubbish in the first litter bin he passed. Cruising slowly past the journeys, he

could hardly believe it was there, slumped against the wall below the window: a knotted black

bag . . .The same bag’s contents were now strewn across the floor in front of him.Lamb said,

“I’ll leave you to clear that, right?”River said, “What am I looking for precisely?”But Lamb was

already gone; audible on the stairs, this time—every creak and complaint echoing—and River

was alone in Sid’s half of the office; still surrounded by unsweet-smelling crap, and still weighed

down by the faint but unmistakable sensation of being Jackson Lamb’s punchbag.The tables

were always packed too close in Max’s, in optimistic preparation for a rush of custom that

wasn’t going to happen. Max’s wasn’t popular because it wasn’t very good; they re-used the

coffee beans, and the croissants were stale. Repeat trade was the exception, not the rule. But

there was one regular, and the moment he stepped through the door each morning,

newspapers under his arm, the body on the counter would start pouring his cup. It didn’t matter

how often the staff turned over: his details were passed down along with instructions about the

cappuccino machine. Beige raincoat. Thinning, brownish hair. Permanently irritated. And, of

course, those newspapers.This morning, the windows were a fogged-over drizzle. His raincoat

dripped on to the chessboard lino. If his newspapers hadn’t been in a plastic bag, they’d have

been a papier-mâché sculpture waiting to happen.“Good morning.”“It’s a lousy morning.”“But

it’s always good to see you, sir.”This was the morning’s Max, a name they all shared as far as

Robert Hobden was concerned. If they wanted him to tell them apart, they shouldn’t all work

the same counter.He settled in his usual corner. A redhead, one of only three other customers,

was at the next table, facing the window: a black raincoat hung from the back of her chair. She

wore a collarless white shirt and black leggings cut off at the ankle. He noticed this because

her feet were hooked round her chair legs, the way a child might sit. A baby-sized laptop sat in

front of her. She didn’t look up.Max delivered his latte. Grunting acknowledgement, Hobden

placed keys, mobile and wallet on the table in front of him, like always. He hated sitting with

lumps in his pockets. His pen and notebook joined them. The pen was a thin-nibbed black felt-

tip; the keyring a memory stick. And the newspapers were the quality dailies, plus the Mail.

Piled up, they made a four-inch stack, of which he would read about an inch and a half;

significantly less on Mondays, when there was more sports coverage. Today was Tuesday,

shortly after seven. It was raining again. Had rained all night.. . . Telegraph, Times, Mail,

Independent, Guardian.At one time or another, he’d written for all of these. That wasn’t so

much a thought that occurred to him as an awareness that nudged him most mornings, round

about now: cub reporter—ridiculous term—in Peterborough, then the inevitable shift to London,

and the varied tempos of the major beats, crime and politics, before he ascended, aged forty-

eight, to his due: the weekly column. Two, in fact. Sundays and Wednesdays. Regular

appearances on Question Time. From firebrand to the acceptable face of dissent; an admittedly

long trajectory in his case, but that made arrival all the sweeter. If he could have freeze-framed

life back then, he’d have had little to complain about.These days, he no longer wrote for

newspapers. And when cab drivers recognized him, it was for the wrong reasons.Beige

raincoat discarded for the moment; the thinning, brownish hair a permanent accessory—as

was the irritated look—Robert Hobden uncapped his pen, took a sip of his latte, and settled to

work.There’d been lights in the windows. Ho knew before opening the door that Slough House



was occupied. But he’d have been able to tell anyway—damp footprints in the stairwell; the

taste of rain in the air. Once in a harvest moon, Jackson Lamb would arrive before Ho; random

pre-dawn appearances that were purely territorial. You can haunt this place all you like, Lamb

was telling him. But when they pull down the walls and count the bones, it’ll be mine they find

on top. There were many good reasons for not liking Jackson Lamb, and that was one of Ho’s

favourites.But this wasn’t Lamb, or not Lamb alone. There was someone else up there.Could

be Jed Moody, but only if you were dreaming. Nine thirty was a good start for Moody, and it

was generally eleven before he was ready for anything more complicated than a hot drink.

Roderick Ho didn’t like Jed Moody, but that wasn’t a problem: Moody didn’t expect to be liked.

Even before he’d been assigned to Slough House, he’d probably had fewer friends than fists.

So Ho and Moody got on okay, sharing an office: neither liking the other, and neither caring the

other knew. But there was no way Moody was here before him. It was barely seven.Catherine

Standish was more likely. Ho couldn’t remember Catherine Standish ever arriving first, which

meant it had never happened, but she was usually next in. He’d hear the door’s agonized

opening, and then her soft creak on the stairs, and then nothing. She was two floors above—in

the small room next to Lamb’s—and out of sight, she was easy to forget. Actually, standing in

front of you, she was easy to forget. The chances of sensing her presence weren’t good. So it

wasn’t her.That suited Ho. Ho didn’t like Standish.He made his way up to the first floor. In his

office he hung his raincoat on a hook, turned his computer on, then went into the kitchen. An

odd smell was drifting down the stairs. Something rotten had replaced the taste of rain.So here

were the suspects: Min Harper, who was a nervous idiot, constantly patting his pockets to

check he’d not lost anything; Louisa Guy, who Ho couldn’t look at without thinking of a pressure

cooker, steam coming out of her ears; Struan Loy, the office joker—Ho didn’t like any of them,

but he especially didn’t like Loy: office jokers were a crime in progress—and Kay White, who

used to be on the top floor, sharing with Catherine, but had been banished downstairs for being

“too damn noisy”: thanks, Lamb. Thanks for letting the rest of us suffer. If you can’t stand her

chatter, why not pack her back to Regent’s Park? Except none of them were going back to

Regent’s Park, because all of them had left a little bit of history over there; an ungainly smudge

on the annals of the Service.And Ho knew the shape and colour of each and every smudge:

the crimes of drugs, drunkenness, lechery, politics and betrayal—Slough House was full of

secrets, and Ho knew the size and depth of each and every one of them, excepting two.Which

brought him to Sid. It could be Sid up there.And here was the thing about Sid Baker: Ho didn’t

know what crime Sid was being punished for. It was one of two secrets that eluded him.That

was probably the reason he didn’t like Sid.As the kettle boiled, Ho picked over some of Slough

House’s secrets; thought about the nervous idiot Min Harper, who’d left a classified disk on a

train. He might have got away with this if the disk’s pouch hadn’t been bright red, and stamped

Top Secret. And also if the woman who’d found it hadn’t handed it in to the BBC. Some things

were too good to be true, unless you were the one they were happening to: for Min Harper, the

episode had been too awful to believe, but had happened anyway. Which was why Min had

spent the last two years of a once-promising career in charge of the first-floor shredder.Steam

billowed from the kettle’s lip. The kitchen was poorly ventilated, and plaster frequently flaked

from the ceiling. Give it a while, the whole lot would come down. Ho poured water into a tea-

bagged mug. The days were diced and sliced into segments like this; divided into moments

spent pouring cups of tea or fetching sandwiches, and further mentally subdivided by

rehearsing Slough House’s secrets, all but two . . . The rest of the time Ho would be at his

monitor; ostensibly inputting data from long-closed incidents, but most of the time searching for

the second secret, the one that ate away at him, and never slept.With a spoon he fished the



teabag out, and dropped it into the sink; a thought striking him as he did so: I know who’s

upstairs. It’s River Cartwright. Has to be.There wasn’t a single reason he could think of why

Cartwright might be here this time of the morning, but still: place your bets. Ho bet Cartwright.

That’s who was upstairs right now.That figured. Ho really didn’t like River Cartwright.He carried

his mug back to his desk, where his monitor had swum into life.Hobden put the Telegraph

aside, its front-page photo a gurning Peter Judd. He’d made a few notes on the upcoming by-

election—the Shadow Culture Minister had handed his cards in, last January’s strokes

wrapping up his career—but nothing more. When politicians voluntarily shrugged off the mantle

it was worth a closer look, but Robert Hobden was a veteran at parsing a story. He still read

copy as if it were Braille; bumps in the language letting him know when D-notices were an

issue; when the Regent’s Park mob had left their fingerprints on the facts. This was most likely

what it seemed to be: a politician heading back to the sticks after a health scare. And Robert

Hobden trusted his instincts. You didn’t stop being a journalist just because you were no longer

in print. Especially when you knew you had a story, and were waiting for its fin to show above

the waves of the everyday news. It would break surface sooner or later. And when it did, he

would recognize it for what it was.Meanwhile, he’d continue his daily trawl through this sea of

print. It wasn’t as if much else troubled his time. Hobden wasn’t as connected as he used to

be.Face it, Hobden was a pariah.And this, too, was down to Regent’s Park: at one time or

another, he’d written for all these newspapers, but the spooks had put paid to that. So now he

spent his mornings in Max’s, hunting down his scoop . . . This was what happened when you

were close to a story: you worried everyone else was on it too. That your scoop was under

threat. Which went double when spooks were involved. Hobden wasn’t an idiot. His notebook

contained nothing that wasn’t public domain; when he typed his notes up, with added

speculations, he saved them to his memory stick to keep his hard drive clean. And he kept a

dummy, in case anyone tried to get clever. He wasn’t paranoid, but he wasn’t an idiot. Last

night, prowling his flat, unsettled by the sense of something left undone, he’d run through

unexpected encounters he’d had recently, strangers who had started conversations, but

couldn’t come up with any. Then he’d run through other recent encounters, with his ex-wife,

with his children, with former colleagues and friends, and couldn’t come up with any of them

either. Outside of Max’s, no one wished him good morning . . . The thing left undone had been

putting the rubbish out, but he’d remembered eventually.“Excuse me?”It was the pretty redhead

at the next table.“I said, excuse me?”It turned out she was talking to him.Fish bits. The last of

the Searchlight parcels contained fish bits: not the bones and heads that would indicate that

the journo fancied himself in the kitchen, but the hardened edges of batter and skin, and lumps

of charcoaled chip that suggested his local takeaway wasn’t the best.River had graded most of

the crap, and none of it amounted to a clue. Even the Post-its, carefully uncrumpled, yielded

nothing more than shopping lists: eggs, teabags, juice, toothpaste—the original ideas on which

this mess was based. And the cardboard backing of the spiral notepad was just that; no pages

survived. He’d brushed a fingertip across the board, in case any scrawling was embedded

there, but found nothing.From the ceiling above came a thump. Lamb’s favourite

summons.They were no longer the only ones here. It was coming on for eight; the door had

opened twice, and the stairs creaked their usual greeting. The noises that had ended on the

floor below belonged to Roderick Ho. Ho was usually first in, often last out, and how he spent

the hours between was a mystery to River. Though the cola cans and pizza boxes surrounding

his desk suggested he was building a fort.The other footsteps had passed River’s floor, so

must have belonged to Catherine. He had to delve for her surname: Catherine Standish.

Havisham would have suited her better. River didn’t know about wedding gowns, but she might



as well have walked round draped in cobweb.Another thump from the ceiling. If he’d had a

broom handy, he’d have thumped back.The mess had migrated. It had started off contained

within the newspaper island he’d laid out; now it had spread, covering much of Sid’s half of the

floor. The smell, more democratic, occupied the whole room.A twist of orange peel, unreadable

as a doctor’s signature, lay curled under the desk.Another thump.Without removing his rubber

gloves, River stood and headed for the door.He was fifty-six years old. Pretty young redheads

didn’t speak to him. But when Robert Hobden sent an enquiring glance her way she was

smiling, nodding; signalling all the openness one animal offers another when something is

wanted or needed.“Can I help you?”“I’m supposed to be working? On this assignment?”He

hated that upward inflection. How did the young let each other know when an answer was

required? But she had a light dusting of freckles, and her shirt was unbuttoned enough that he

could see they reached as far as her breasts. A locket on a thin silver chain hung there. Her

ring finger was bare. He continued to notice such details long after they’d ceased to have

relevance.“Yes?”“Only I couldn’t help noticing the headline? On your paper? One of your

papers . . .”She reached across to tap his copy of the Guardian, offering a better view of those

freckles, that locket. It wasn’t a headline she meant, though. It was a teaser above the

masthead: an interview with Russell T. Davies in the supplement.“My dissertation is on media

heroes?”“Of course it is.”“I’m sorry?”“Be my guest.”He slid G2 from its mother-paper, and

handed it to her.She smiled prettily and thanked him, and he noticed her pretty blue-green

eyes, and a slight swelling on her pretty lower lip.But sitting back, she must have misjudged her

pretty limbs, because next moment there was cappuccino everywhere, and her language had

become unladylike—“Oh shit I’m so sorry—”“Max!”“I must have—”“Can we have a cloth over

here?”For Catherine Standish, Slough House was Pincher Martin’s rock: damp, unlovely,

achingly familiar, and something to cling to when the waves began to crash. But opening the

door was a struggle. This should have been an easy fix, but Slough House being what it was,

you couldn’t have a carpenter drop round: you had to fill out a property maintenance form;

make a revenue disbursement request; arrange a clearance pass for an approved handyman—

outsourcing was “fiscally appropriate,” standing instructions explained, but the sums spent on

background vetting put the lie to that. And once you’d filled out the forms, you had to dispatch

them to Regent’s Park, where they’d be read, initialled, rubber-stamped and ignored. So every

morning she had to go through this, pushing against the door, umbrella in one hand, key in the

other, shoulder hunched to keep her bag from slipping to the ground. All the while hoping she’d

maintain balance when the door deigned to open. Pincher Martin had it easy. No doors on his

Atlantic rock. Though it rained there too. The door gave at last with its usual groan. She paused

to shake excess water from her umbrella. Glanced up at the sky. Still grey, still heavy. One last

shake, then she tucked the umbrella under her arm. There was a rack in the hall, but that was

a good way of never seeing an umbrella again. On the first landing, through a half-open door,

she glimpsed Ho at his desk. He didn’t look up, though she knew he’d seen her. She in her turn

pretended she hadn’t seen him, or that’s what it must have looked like. Actually, she was

pretending he was a piece of furniture, which required less effort.Next landing up, both office

doors were closed, but there was a light under River and Sid’s. A rank smell tainted the air: old

fish and rotting vegetation.In her own office, on the top floor, she hung her raincoat on a

hanger, opened her umbrella so it would dry properly, and asked Jackson Lamb’s shut door if it

wanted tea. There was no answer. She rinsed the kettle, filled it with fresh water, and left it to

boil. Back in her office she booted up, then fixed her lipstick and brushed her hair.The

Catherine in her compact was always ten years older than the one she was expecting. But that

was her fault and nobody else’s.Her hair was still blonde, but only when you got close, and



nobody got close. From a distance it was grey, though still full, still wavy; her eyes were the

same colour, giving the impression that she was fading to monochrome. She moved quietly,

and dressed like an illustration in a pre-war children’s novel; usually a hat; never jeans or

trousers—nor even skirts, but always dresses, their sleeves lacy at the cuff. When she held the

compact closer to her face, she could trace damage under the skin; see the lines through

which her youth had leaked. A process accelerated by unwise choices, though it was striking

how often, in retrospect, choices seemed not to have been choices at all, but simply a matter

of taking one step after the other. She’d be fifty next year. That was quite a lot of steps, one

after the other.The kettle boiled. She poured a cup of tea. Back at her desk—in a space she

shared with no one, thank God; not since Kay White had been banished downstairs on Lamb’s

orders—she picked up where she’d left off yesterday, a report on real estate purchases for the

past three years in the Leeds/Bradford area, cross-referenced against immigration records for

the same period. Names appearing under both headings were checked against Regent’s

Park’s watch-list. Catherine had yet to find a name to set alarms ringing, but ran searches on

each anyway, then listed the results by country of origin, Pakistan at the top. Depending on

how you viewed the results, they were either evidence of random population movement and

property investment, or a graph from which a pattern would eventually arise, readable only by

those higher up the intelligence-gathering chain than Catherine. Last month, she’d produced a

similar report for Greater Manchester. Next would be Birmingham, or Nottingham. Her reports

would be couriered over to Regent’s Park, where she hoped the Queens of the Database

would pay it more attention than they paid her maintenance requests.After half an hour she

paused, and brushed her hair again.Five minutes later River Cartwright came upstairs, and

entered Lamb’s room without knocking.The girl was on her feet, using the newspaper as a sort

of funnel to direct cappuccino away from her laptop, and for a second Hobden felt a twinge of

proprietorial annoyance—that was his paper she was rendering unreadable—but it didn’t last,

and anyway, they needed a cloth.“Max!”Hobden hated scenes. Why were people so clumsy?

He stood and headed for the counter, only to be met by Max, cloth in hand, saving his smile for

the redhead, who was still ineffectually applying the Guardian. “It’s no problem, no problem,” he

told her.Well, it was a bit of a problem actually, Robert Hobden thought. It was a bit of a

problem that there was all this fuss going on, and coffee everywhere, when all he wanted was

to be left in peace to trawl through the morning’s press.“I’m so sorry about this,” the girl

said.“It’s quite all right,” he lied.Max said, “There. All done.”“Thank you,” the girl said.“I’ll bring

you a refill.”“No, I can pay—”But this too was no problem. The redhead settled back at the

table, gesturing apologetically at the coffee-sodden newspaper. “Shall I fetch you another

—”“No.”“But I—”“No. It’s of no importance.”Hobden knew he didn’t handle such moments with

grace or ease. Maybe he should take lessons from Max, who was back again, bearing fresh

cups for both of them. He grunted a thanks. The redhead trilled sweetness, but that was an act.

She was deadly embarrassed; would rather have packed up her laptop and hit the road.He

finished his first cup; put it to one side. Took a sip from the second.Bent to The Times.River

said, “You thumped?”Looking at Lamb, sprawled at his desk, it was hard to imagine him getting

work done; hard to imagine him standing up even, or opening a window.“Nice Marigolds,” Lamb

replied.The ceiling sloped with the camber of the roof. A dormer window was cut into this, over

which a blind was permanently drawn. And Lamb didn’t like overhead lighting, so it was dim; a

lamp on a pile of telephone directories was the main light-source. It looked less like an office

than a lair. A heavy clock ticked smugly on a corner of the desk. A corkboard on the wall was

smothered with what appeared to be money-off coupons; some so yellow and curling, they

couldn’t possibly be valid.He thought about peeling the rubber gloves off, but that would be a



sticky business, involving pinching each finger end then tugging, so decided not. “Dirty work,”

he said instead.Unexpectedly, Lamb blew a raspberry.The desk hid Lamb’s paunch, though

hiding it wasn’t enough. Lamb could be behind a closed door, and his paunch would remain

evident. Because it was there in his voice, let alone his face or his eyes. It was there in the way

he blew a raspberry. He resembled, someone had once remarked, Timothy Spall gone to seed,

which left open the question of what Timothy Spall not gone to seed might look like, but painted

an accurate picture nevertheless. Spall aside, that stomach, the unshaved jowls, the hair—a

dirty blond slick combed back from a high forehead, which broke into a curl as it touched his

collar—made him a ringer, River thought, for Jack Falstaff. A role Timothy Spall should

consider.“Good point,” he said. “Well made.”“Thought there might be a veiled criticism in there,”

Jackson Lamb said.“Wouldn’t have occurred to me.”“No. Well. Occurred to you to do this dirty

work over Sid’s side of the office.”River said, “It’s difficult to keep a bagful of rubbish all in one

place. Experts call it garbage-creep.”“You’re not a big fan of Sid’s, are you?”He didn’t

reply.“Well, Sid’s not your biggest admirer either,” said Lamb. “But then, competition for that

role’s not fierce. Found anything interesting?”“Define interesting.”“Let’s pretend for the moment

I’m your boss.”“It’s about as interesting as a bagful of household rubbish gets. Sir.”“Elaborate,

why don’t you?”“He empties his ashtray into a sheet of newspaper. Wraps it up like a

present.”“Sounds like a loony.”“Stops his bin from smelling.”“Bins are supposed to smell. That’s

how you know they’re bins.”“What was the point of this?”“Thought you wanted to get out the

office. Didn’t I hear you say you wanted to get out the office? Like, three times a day every day

for months?”“Sure. On Her Majesty’s, etc. etc. So now I’m going through bins like a dumpster

diver. What am I even looking for?”“Who says you’re looking for anything?”River thought about

it. “You mean, we just want him to know he’s being looked at?”“What do you mean we,

paleface? You don’t want anything. You only want what I tell you to want. No old notebooks?

Torn-up letters?”“Part of a notebook. Spiral-bound. But no pages. Just the cardboard

backing.”“Evidence of drug use?”“Empty box of paracetamol.”“Condoms?”“I imagine he flushes

them,” River said. “Should the occasion arise.”“They come in little foil packets.”“So I recall. No.

None of those.”“Empty booze bottles?”“In his recycling bin, I expect.”“Beer cans?”“Ditto.”“God,”

said Jackson Lamb. “Is it me, or did all the fun go out of everything round about 1979?”River

wasn’t going to pretend he cared about that. “I thought our job involved preserving democracy,”

he said. “How does harassing a journalist help?”“Are you serious? It ought to be one of our key

performance indicators.”Lamb pronounced this phrase as if it had been on a form he’d lately

binned.“This particular example, then.”“Try not to think of him as a journalist. And more as a

potential danger to the integrity of the body politic.”“Is that what he is?”“I don’t know. Anything

in his rubbish suggest he might be?”“Well, he smokes. But that’s not actually been upgraded to

security threat.”“Yet,” said Lamb, who’d been known to light up in his office. He thought for a

moment. Then said, “Okay. Write it up.”“Write it up,” River repeated. Not quite making it a

question.“You have a problem, Cartwright?”“I feel like I’m working for a tabloid.”“You should be

so lucky. Know what those bastards earn?”“Do you want me to put him under surveillance?”
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JustARegularReader, “Refreshing storytelling. Perfect pacing. Great slice-of-life characters.

Believable and entertaining. What's not to like!. Really quite good. I want to touch on some

things in other reviews that made me on the fence at first. Don't be dissuaded by reviewers

saying it's slow initially. Sure, the first half isn't heart pounding action packed, complex

espionage, and chase scenes, but it was very interesting to meet all the players first. Almost

like a slice of life movie that's enjoyed just because you are interested in the characters and

want to know what they do each day. And I am definitely the first person to put down a book

that doesn't grab me, and I commit the sin of judging books practically by their cover. But this

was written so interestingly and with dark humor, that I would never have minded even if "the

pace" didn't pick up. I also grow tired very quickly of books that over-describe every detail

about every room, eveyone's clothes, and every single scene. This book was spot on in the

way you learned about the atmosphere and each character.... selecting unique points about

them that let your imagination fill in the rest of their stories. The writing definitely was British,

but just enough to feel the authenticity of you being in Britian hearing the locals around you.

As the pace and action picked up, it always stayed believeable and made sense for the

characters and their roles.One note. It definitely helped to read this particular book on my

Kindle, because there were many characters introduced along the way, who would then pop up

again later. And I definitely used the X-ray feature to jog my memory about the initial intro of

them. It's not essential to have, but I enjoyed being reminded of how each character was

introduced, because it was usually by way of an interesting tidbit about them or just in passing

with a descriptor that caught my attention. So I definitely will continue reading the series and

glad it is one. I was left very curious about how things would continue to go with each of the

characters in future books. And I don't think it's going to be a typical cookie-cutter series where

each book has Hero A confronted with a case to solve and manages it in the nick of time with

the help of trusty Sidekick B.  Cant wait for more.”

Trevor Mallard, “So What if It Gets Off to a Slow Start. Slow Horses? Supposedly by one of the

best “intelligence” novelists and an award-winning series. But it gets off to a slow start. A very

slow start. In fact, some might not even make it to the place where a hint of a hint of a plot

emerges. Much of the first part of the book is “character development” …But those who

persevere are in for the reward. There is indeed a plot. In fact more than one, intertwined as it

were. And in looking back one can see that all that character development was worthwhile, or

maybe just setting up the reader for the wonders that follow.Bottom line, in retrospect, a great

read. The American reader may well want to brush up on British slang, for there are many

insights conveyed through words unfamiliar to most of us.I am now headed for the next two

books in the series, Dead Lions and Real Tigers.”



J. Lesley, “Slow Horses are what the mess-up agents are called.. Slough House is the place

where the rejects go. The hope is that the MI5 agents reassigned to work out of Slough House

will eventually take the hint that their days of performing useful work are over and resign from

the service. Sometimes that does happen, but more often they hang around wondering what

they can do to get back in the good graces of those in charge. Slow Horses are what the mess-

up agents are called and they work out of a place called Slough House with each agent trying

to overcome the mistake which sent them to that purgatory. When Jackson Lamb is asked to

run an errand for Regent's Park he sends River Cartwright on his first out-of-the-office job

since he landed in Slough House eight months earlier. How can bringing in trash bags to

search for unknown evidence possibly link up with the video of the hooded man waiting while

the time limit for his beheading tick slowly by?I enjoyed this tremendously. It was like going

home to all the wonderful spy novels written years ago because Herron got everything right for

me. The atmosphere within a super secret spy organization, the interactions between the

agents, the unraveling of details to help explain why an assignment had gone the way it had

and the climbing over other agents in order to improve career opportunities, all of it was there.

These characters have come fully formed from the author's imagination and I am definitely

looking forward to seeing how they react together in the next book. Thank goodness I have

four more to read!”

Jim D, “A true original. Mick Herron has been compared with a number of writers, even Le

Carre, but he really is incomparable in both senses of the word; I have encountered no-one

with a style quite like his, and he is very, very good. In the Slough Street series (I haven't read

any of his other books, yet) he displays mastery of plot and suspense. Quick changes back and

forth between events in different locales speed the action along, and they are genuinely hard to

put down. The prose is laconic, but little asides and descriptions, dripped like drops of acid into

the text, are effective in giving a sense of character to both person and place. There’s a wry

smile to be wrung from nearly every page.Herron has shot himself in the foot in one way,

though: sale of film rights seem unlikely to me. It would take a brave producer to have it filmed,

and an even braver actor to take the lead role. Antisocial, scruffy, farting, scratching, drinking,

smoking Jackson Lamb has to be the most unlikely protagonist (“hero” is simply not the right

word) of any spy series, ever. Perhaps a TV series could be managed, but you're looking at

something with the social skills of Doc Martin, the dress sense of Vera and the personal

hygiene of roadkill.One bit of advice: read them in order. There is continuity of essential

personnel from book to book, but there are casualties as well as replacements along the way,

and back stories may be difficult to pick up or understand if you don't know who is (or was)

who.I await the next Slough Street book eagerly.”

Aspidistra, “A Slow Burner. Slow Horses concentrates on the doings of Slough House, a dead

end dumping ground for disgraced and flunked MI5 spooks and their arch washout, the torpid

Jackson Lamb, a burnt out field operative who supervises from a gloomy garret of an office on

the top floor.The book starts slowly. So slowly it is easy to give up on it before the plot gets

going; I know I came close. At first, there is little to enjoy about these frustrated characters and

their lives spiraling in ever decreasing circles of bitterness and mutual loathing. There are lots

of interior monologues, lots of seeing the same thing from different angles and a certain

amount of self indulgence on the author's part as he sets the scene with wordy relish. Herron's

mannered style can grate on occasion but I'm glad I persevered. All these disparate strands

come together and the story comes to life in the second half of the book. By the end I was



cheering them on.Do read if you like intricate plots, downbeat characters and unexpected

heroes. Don't read if you are looking for action men, femmes fatales, car chases, pacy plotting

or glamour.”

Mary Josefina Cade, “Office life in London. With spies.. 'Slow Horses' gives an accurate picture

of twenty first century office life, that strange and fascinating world that many of us inhabit. A

place of constant drama, an ongoing soap opera, made wilder and funnier when the office is

run by Jackson Lamb. Who ignores all known health and safety regulations, office etiquette and

more importantly, the spying rules enforced by the 'Dogs' of MI5.I loved Jackson Lamb. Even

though his behaviour is often really gross. I ought to find him totally offensive etc. etc. But his

refusal to conform is heroic. And I suspect, as more of his back story is revealed in the follow

on books to 'Slow Horses', I might forgive Mr Lamb for farting so much.All the characters in

'Slow Horses' are full of life. I especially loved Roddy, Catherine and Hassan. And River and

the O.B. Plus the politician who must be Boris Johnson. There's a great scene set in his

Islington kitchen. It's all laughter and tears and the messy reality of human life. And spying. I'm

sure spying has to be as dysfunctional as everything else in twenty first century London. Where

I live and work btw.Compulsive reading for me. I'm already half way through the second book in

the series!”

lyssa, “Gripping escapism with one foot firmly on the ground. I picked this up as one of my

'Reading Challenge 2017' choices (meets several of the criteria: espionage; book

recommended by an author - Lee Child recommended Mick Herron, can't be bad, and first in a

series I'd not read before). I like John le Carré's work and this reminded me very much of his

cleverly structured plots that often leave me feeling disillusioned by the flawed but real

characters. Beautifully written, this complex intelligent spy thriller features interesting

characters that form stand-alone cameos making it perfect for development into a series with

each book focusing on a different personality in the team. It would readily transfer to the small

or large screen - BBC or Netflix, pick this one up please! I chose this book to tick a few criteria

of my reading challenge and serendipitously stumbled on an absorbing storyline with plenty of

twists and angles to keep me engaged. I hope Mick Herron's form continues as I could fill my

summer with Jackson Lamb and his team: Book Two is now winging its way towards me...”

D, London, “Entertaining read, quite well done.. I get through quite a lot of novels of this type as

I use them for relaxation. This was one of the better 'Volume 1' examples I have read recently.

Sure, to some degree because it's Vol 1 it's setting up its own world, and there seems to be at

least half an eye on a TV or movie franchise, but who can blame the author for that? For sure,

he seems to have quite a visual observation and quite a talent for describing the whole through

small and incomplete detail: perhaps essential for this genre. At times its a little over the top,

the characters a wee bit too one-dimensional or caricatured, but perhaps they will develop in

future episodes. And it's also not without humour in places, without diminishing the story as a

whole.I don't want to be too critical as at times this is close to John le Carre in establishing

mood, and certainly has some Smiley-esque characters. It's quite a feat to combine 21st

century security risks and technology with Cold War noir, and by and large it works well

enough for me to have a stab at Volume 2,  which I just ordered.  So far, so good.”

The book by Mick Herron has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 4,644 people have provided feedback.
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